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Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes with different concentrations of multi-walled carbon
nanotubes were prepared in order to evaluate their gas separation performances. Mixed matrix
membranes were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, thermogravimetric analysis, Fourier
transformed infrared, positron annihilation lifetime and Raman spectroscopies and X-ray diffraction.
The permeabilities to CO2, CH4, N2 and O2 were determined. No phase separation was noticed. For
carbon nanotubes content of 1 wt%, it was shown a decrease in membrane permeability with slight
increase in ideal selectivity, compared to pure PDMS. However, the increase in the filler load up to
6.7 wt% increased the free volume average size of the membranes, improving the contribution of the
diffusion to the transport and decreasing ideal selectivities of CO2/CH4, CO2/N2 and O2/N2.
Keywords: carbon dioxide, gas separation, mixed matrix membranes, multi-walled carbon
nanotubes, polydimethylsiloxane

1. Introduction
The use of synthetic membranes for gas separation reached
an industrial level in the 1980s. The gas mixtures processed
by this technology were O2/N2, H2/N2, H2/CH4 and CO2/CH4,
this last one regarded to natural gas separation1. However,
ordinary membranes show a trade-off behavior between
permeability and selectivity, as reported by Robeson2,3. In
order to circumvent such limitation, mixed matrix membranes
have been investigated as an alternative aiming the increase
in both permeability, which allows high productivity, and
selectivity, leading to the improvement of process yield4.
Mixed matrix membranes can be defined as the
combination of two main materials: a solid (dispersed) phase
and a polymeric continuous one. The objective is the use of
the solid phase in order to overcome the trade-off behavior
reported by Robeson4. However, there are still some issues
that remain unsolved in order to launch the technology, such
as the material compatibility regarding their permeabilities,
particle size to prepare a thin membrane and optimization of
the contact between the two phases, for instance4.
Carbon nanotubes, CNT, have proven to be a potential
solid phase in mixed matrix membranes5. Their structure is
based on the carbon-carbon bond, arranged in a hexagonal
flat ring, similar to graphite, but in tube shape6. Both single
and multiple-wall carbon nanotubes, SWCNT and MWCNT,
respectively, have shown improvements in mechanical properties
of membranes, mainly because of their high aspect ratio7.
*e-mail: katia@deq.ufmg.br

Molecular dynamics simulation indicated that the transport
of light gases in carbon nanotubes is high compared to
zeolites, and the diffusion coefficients in CNT are in the same
magnitude of the ones in gases, due to the smoothness of
their surfaces8. Gusev and Guseva developed a coupled-form
finite element approach to estimate the transport properties
in CNT-filled polymer matrix membranes. The orientation,
content and aspect ratio of defect-free open-ended nanotubes
were studied and demonstrated that the addition of CNT can
improve membrane flux with maintenance of polymer intrinsic
selectivity9. Specifically, it was shown that the permeability
is directly related to the product of CNT aspect ratio and
volume fraction up to 4009.
However, there are significant differences between
theoretical and experimental CNT-mixed matrix membranes.
The main reasons are the existence of defects in CNT, poreentrance and exit effects, imperfect contact between CNT
and polymer interface as well as changes in polymer chain
arrangement due to the inorganic filler10,11. As the result, the
predicted magnitudes of permeabilities were not achieved9.
Glassy polymers are usually preferred to the elastomeric
ones as matrix for the preparation of CNT-mixed matrix
membranes12-17. This is due to the high selectivity found for
these materials, although the permeability is usually very
low. Therefore, the addition of CNT to these high selectivity
polymers increased the light gases permeance while the
permselectivity remained unchanged12,15-17. However, in
some cases, it was also reported an increased selectivity13,14.
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The preparation of CNT-filled mixed matrix membranes
using elastomeric polymers is less investigated in the
literature7,18,19. Yu and coauthors7 investigated the use of
Pebax 1657 nanocomposite membranes incorporated with
CNT and other fillers. The authors noticed an increase in
CO2 permeability with an increase in CNT content up to 5
wt%. The selectivity over N2 and H2 was retained, compared
to the membrane with no added filler7.
According to Sedlankova and coauthors18, the increase
in CNT content in ethylene-octene copolymer membranes
caused a slight decrease in light gases permeability while
the selectivity was not dependable of the filler content. The
permeability results indicated that the addition of CNT acted
as a barrier to gas permeability, as predicted by Maxwell
equation. The ideal selectivities of CO2/N2, H2/N2, CO2/CH4,
He/N2, CH4/N2, O2/N2 and CO2/H2 were independent on
the CNT content. On the other hand, Nour and coauthors19
achieved an increase on H2/CH4 selectivity of 94.8% by using
MWCNT/PDMS membrane with 1 wt% of the filler. The
authors attributed the result to the decrease in the number of
Si-CH3 and Si-O bonds and increase in Si-C bonds, which
decreased CH4 permeation.
Our goal in this paper was the preparation of MWCNT/
PDMS membranes aiming the application in gas separation.
PDMS was chosen for its high permeability to gases while
the role of MWCNT could act as a barrier to most gases,
but also favor the permeabilities of CO2 and or O2 by
adding adsorption sites. The MWCNT content was varied
from 0 to 6.7 wt% in order to assess its effect in membrane
permeability. Ideal selectivity of CO2/CH4, CO2/N2 and
O2/N2 were calculated. Mixed matrix membranes were
characterized regarding the morphological, chemical and
transport properties in order to relate membrane structure
and performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study related to the permeability of CO2, O2 and N2
through MWCNT/PDMS membranes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Polystic commercial silicone glue with acetic cure
(Pulvitec), which is a mixture of methyltriacetoxisilane (up
to 5 wt%) and ethyltriacetoxisilane (up to 5 wt%) as stated by
the manufacturer, toluene (Synth) and multiple-wall carbon
nanotube, MWCNT, Nanocyl NC7000, with outer diameter
of 9.5 nm and length of 1.5 µm (aspect ratio of 157.9), were
used in membrane preparation. N2, O2, CH4 and CO2 pure
gases were supplied from White Martins.

2.2 Membrane preparation
MWCNT/PDMS membranes were prepared by varying
MWCNT weight content from 0 to 6.7%. PDMS was
prepared using 1:3 wt/wt mixture of polymer and toluene.
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The mixture was mechanically stirred for 1 h, at 25ºC.
MWCNT were dispersed in toluene by means of mechanical
stirring for 12 h, in order to facilitate an effective and
uniform dispersion of MWCNT within the PDMS viscous
solution, and transferred to the PDMS and toluene flask.
After homogenization, the mixture was poured to a Teflon
plate with masking tape edges, which were used to control
the thickness of the films. The film was dried at 25°C, for
48 h. Solvent evaporation was kept slow to avoid pores
in the structure. After this period, the material was placed
in an oven for 1 h, at 120°C. Membranes were stored in a
desiccator before use.

2.3 Membrane characterization
2.3.1 Membrane thickness and morphology
Membrane thickness was determined by means of a
micrometer (Mitutoyo). The values were recorded as the
average and standard deviations of, at least, 10 different
points in the films.
Membrane morphology was investigated by scanning
electron microscopy (JEOL JSM - 6360LV), SEM. Samples
were covered with gold (Baltec, MD20), attached to the
proper stub and images were recorded.

2.3.2 Infrared spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR, equipped
with attenuated total reflectance sampling device was
performed in the Bruker Alpha equipment, with software
opus 7.2, resolution of 1 cm-1. Results were reported as the
average of 5 scans. Test was performed in order to evaluate
the chemical composition of the resulting samples, specially
related to the polymer crosslinking.

2.3.3 Raman spectroscopy
Micro-Raman characterization was performed using
JobinYvon/Horiba, model LabRam HR 800, equipped with
helium laser power (wavelength at 633 nm, 20 mW), and
with optical microscope Olympus BX41. The spectra were
recorded from 400 to 3000 cm-1, with resolution of 1 cm-1.
Results were recorded as average of 4 measurements.

2.3.4 X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) of PDMS and MWCNT/
PDMS membranes were obtained at 25°C using a X-ray
diffractometer (Rigaku, model Geigerflex). The diffractograms
were measured at a scanning speed of 8°.min-1, by means of
a tube voltage of 40 kV and tube current of 30 mA.

2.3.5 Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis, TGA, was performed in the
TA Instruments, TGA 5000 equipment. 8 mg of the sample
were transferred to a platinum pan and heated from 30 to
800°C, at 10°C/min, under nitrogen atmosphere, 25 mL/min.
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2.3.6 Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy

3. Results and Discussions

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy, PALS, was
performed as described elsewhere20. Briefly, tests were
conducted in a conventional fast-fast coincidence system
(ORTEC) with temporal resolution of 240 ps, given by 60Co
prompt curve. The 22Na positron source was sandwiched
between two membrane samples with constant temperature
of 25°C.

3.1 Multi-walled carbon nanotubes

2.3.7 Gas permeability
N2, O2, CO2 and CH4 permeabilites in PDMS and MWCNT/
PDMS membranes were determined using the standard
apparatus presented in Figure 1 and detailed elsewhere20.

0825_eq01

Characterization tests were performed in order to
confirm the MWCNT properties informed by Nanocyl,
such as thermogravimetric analysis, specific surface area
and transmission electron microscopy. All the evaluated
properties were in accordance with the manufacturer. It is
worth noting that the sample showed 89% purity and a specific
area of 291 m2/g. The aspect ratio was evaluated by means of
TEM. The remaining 11 wt% of CNT in thermogravimetric
analysis was attributed to the metal oxide used as catalyst
in the synthesis.

3.2 Membrane thickness and morphology
Homogeneous and defect-free membranes were prepared.
Membrane average thickness ranged from 142 to 280 µm,
as shown in Table 1, with standard deviation lower than
1%. This broad range was due to the amount of suspension
cast in the plate and no relation could be found between
membrane thickness and the MWCNT content. However,
MWCNT load was varied from 0 to 10 wt%, but this last
content did not allow the formation of a dense film. The
higher MWCNT concentration in which a good film could
be formed was 6.7 wt%.
Table 1. Membrane thickness as a function of MWCNT content.

Figure 1. Gas permeation set up. 1- Gas cylinder, 2 - pressure
sensor, 3 - permeation cell, 4 - Data log system, 5 - vacuum pump.

The desired gas was fed to the module containing the
membrane. As the gas permeated the film, the increase
of pressure on the permeate side, which was previously
evacuated, was monitored with time. The slope of the curve
of pressure versus time in the steady state region was used to
calculate membrane permeability, as shown in Equation 1.

133.32 V V l
dp
( d)
(5.17 pu−0.1 pd ) RTA d t

m c
					
P=

(1)

P is the permeability coefficient, expressed in Barrer
(1 Barrer = 10-10 cm3 (STP).cm/(cm2.s.cmHg)). Vm and Vc
are the ideal gas molar volume at STP, 0.0224 m3/mol, and
the calibrated volume of the permeate reservoir, in cm3,
respectively. l is the membrane thickness, in cm, pu and pd
are the upstream and downstream pressures, in psi and torr,
respectively. pu was maintained at 14 psi in all measurements.
R is the universal gas constant, T is the operating temperature,
298 K, and A is membrane area, in cm2. The ratio dpd/dt is the
slope of the curve, regarding to the increase in downstream
pressure with time. The ideal selectivity of one pair of gases
was calculated as the ratio of their permeabilities.

MWCNT (wt%)

Thickness (mm)

0

204 ± 2

1.0

173 ± 1

3.0

142 ± 1

6.7

280 ± 3

SEM images of the MWCNT/PDMS top surface
membranes are presented in Figure 2. The images were
typical of PDMS films, in which a roughness surface was
observed. No differences were noticed among the images
due to the MWCNT content of samples.

3.3 Infrared and Raman spectroscopy
FTIR spectra of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes
are shown in Figure 3. No markedly difference was noticed
in the spectra as a function of MWCNT content. Some
interesting findings were the absence of absorption bands
around 3300 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1, which are typical of hydroxyl
and carbonyl groups, respectively, as would be expected for
silicone with acetic cure, indicating that the acetic acid was
completely removed during membrane formation, probably
in the thermal treatment step. On the other hand, bands from
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Figure 2. SEM images of MWCNT/PDMS membranes. MWCNT content: (a) 1wt%, (b) 3 wt% and (c) 6.7 wt%.

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes.

2852 to 2962 cm-1 related to C-H stretching of the sp3 carbon
and also bands at 1412 and 1258 cm-1, usually related to
the stretching of C-H of -Si(CH3)2- groups were noticed.
Two overlapping bands at 1007 and 1074 cm-1 were also
noticed and are usually caused by the stretching of Si-O-Si
from the main chain of PDMS. The Si-C stretching bands
and Si-(CH3)2 rocking peaks were observed at 825-865 and
785-815 cm-1, respectively. It is also worth noting that no
evidence of residual solvent (toluene) was noticed.
Micro-Raman spectra of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS
membranes are presented in Figure 4. It was noticed a symmetric
Si-O-Si peak around 488 cm-1. The Si-CH3 symmetric rocking
peak was shown at 615 cm-1. At 707 cm-1, the Si-C symmetric
stretching band was noticed. The peaks of the symmetric
bending, symmetric and asymmetric rocking of -CH3 were
shown at 787, 856 and 1257 cm-1, respectively. The Si-CH3
symmetric and asymmetric stretching bands were at 2902
and 2904 cm-1. Regarding de MWCNT, both the D and G
bands, around 1330 cm-1 and 1605 cm-1, could be clearly
seen17,19. G' corresponding band, at 2650 cm-1, was noticed.
It is worth noting that D band is observed when there are
symmetrical breaking of the sp2 bonding lattices located
in the edge site and defects of the graphite network. In our
case, the choice of a relatively short CNT was based on the
eﬀect of the aspect ratio of the nanotubes in permeability9.
As the result of increasing MWCNT content, the bands
typical of the solid phase increase, while the ones related
to the PDMS content decreased.

Figure 4. Micro-Raman spectra of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS
membranes.

3.4 X-ray diffraction
XRD results of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes
are shown in Figure 5. The addition of MWCNT did not
change PDMS standard XRD profile. The amorphous halo,
at 2θ = 12.5°, was typical of the XRD pattern of PDMS,
indicating that the addition of MWCNT did not increase the
crystalline domain of the films. It is worth noting that the
decrease in the amorphous degree of membranes is usually
associated to a lower effective area for permeation, since
the crystals are very impermeable.

3.5 Thermogravimetric analysis
TG curves of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes
are presented in Figure 6. The curves followed the typical
pattern of polydimethylsiloxane: an initial weight loss at
about 400°C related to the exit of the lateral groups from the
main chain, followed by a slight change on weight loss rate
at about 500°C, usually ascribed to the degradation of the
main chain of siloxane. Regarding the MWCNT, there are
3 weight loss stages: the first usually associated to adsorbed
apolar gases, the second regarded to the decomposition of
functional groups and the final one, at higher temperatures,
due oxidation of CNTs.
The results showed that PDMS profile governed the
thermal decomposition. The addition of MWCNT slightly
increased the thermal resistance of the membranes, indicating
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Figure 5. XRD curves of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes.
Figure 7. PALS measurements of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS
membranes. Triangle: τ3 (ns); Diamond: I3 (%). Error bar are the
deviations of 3 different readings.

3.7 Transport properties
Figure 8 and Table 2 show gas permeability and selectivity
of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes, respectively.
Deviations in membrane permeability were lower than 5%
and were not added to the Figure to allow clearance.

Figure 6. TG curves of PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes.

that some molecular rearrangement on PDMS chains could
be noticed. Two main weight loss stages were observed: the
loss of volatile compounds and the degradation of polymer
and CNT. The loss of volatile compounds, around 150°C,
decreased with the increase in MWCNT content. These
volatile substances, which varied from 5 to 25 wt%, are
probably related to the adsorption of gases and vapor of
apolar molecules on membrane surface. The main weight
loss stage, regarded to the degradation of both PDMS and
MWCNT, was started at around 450°C. The highest weight
loss rate was noticed at 596°C, in accordance to the result
for MWCNT.

Figure 8. Gas permeability for PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS
membranes.
Table 2. Ideal selectivity for PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS membranes.
MWCNT (wt%)

CO2/CH4

CO2/N2

O2/N2

0

2.31

11.54

2.17

3.6 Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy

1.0

2.73

11.83

2.81

The results of PALS measurements, i. e., τ3 and I3, the
average size of free volume cavities and the free volume
concentration, respectively, for PDMS and MWCNT/PDMS
membranes are presented in Figure 7. They showed different
behaviors. I3 decreased with the increase in MWCNT content
in the PDMS, while τ3 remained almost constant for lower
MWCNT content up to 3.0 wt% and showed a markedly
increase for the sample with 6.7 wt%. This was the evidence
that the addition of MWCNT changed the PDMS chain
arrangement. Although the increase in MWCNT content
from 1 to 6.7 wt% caused an increase in membrane free
volume fraction, the concentration of the cavities decreased
significantly.

3.0

1.71

2.10

1.39

6.7

1.90

6.92

1.86

Permeabilities were mainly governed by the sorption
of penetrants, since it was higher for CO2, followed by
CH4, O2 and N2, directly related to the critical temperature
(condensability) of gases; which is in accordance with
the literature for similar system (carbon nanotubes/
elastomeric ethylene-octene copolymer)18. This result
revealed that the chain modifications of PDMS caused
by the introduction of MWCNT were not high enough
to modify the permeability sequence of the tested gases.
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The higher permeability was noticed for CO2, which is
particular interesting upon considering the separation CO2/CH4
in natural gas, in which CO2 content is lower than CH4. This
behavior was expected in ordinary films because CO2 shows
the highest condensability and the lowest kinetic diameter
compared to the other gases, which means that its transport
is favored both for sorption and diffusion-governed systems.
It is also worth noting that CO2 permeability reached in this
paper was higher than similar systems in the literature7,18, in
which other elastomeric polymers with lower free volume
fraction compared to PDMS were investigated, but it was
in the same magnitude of non-loaded PDMS21.
Regarding the MWCNT content, the highest permeability
to CO2 and CH4 was observed for the 6.7 wt% MWCNT/
PDMS membrane. The behavior of CO2 transport was
already explained, since it is the more condensable gas
and the most favored specie for diffusion. As the result,
the increase in membrane average size of free volume
cavities (τ 3) for 6.7 wt% of MWCNT increased the
diffusion effect of CO2. For CH4, the highest free volume
size observed at 6.7 wt% caused an increase in 33% on
membrane permeability, compared to non-loaded PDMS,
even to the highest molecule (kinetic diameter = 3.8 Å)
and considering the decrease in free volume concentration.
On the other hand, O2 and N2 permeabilities varied in a
much less extent with the addition of MWCNT in the
PDMS membrane, with maximum permeability at 3 wt%
MWCNT, possibly indicating that a slight increase in τ3,
lower than the precision of our measurement, caused an
increase in transport due to diffusion for the second and
third lower gases (kinetic diameters of 3.46 and 3.64 Å for
O2 and N2, respectively). It is worth noting that the ratio
in N2 and O2 permeabilities of 3 wt% MWCNT related
to pure PDMS were 3.3 and 2.3, respectively.
As a general behavior, it was noticed that the addition
of 1wt% of MWCNT to PDMS caused a decrease in gas
transport, so that the filler acted as a barrier to permeation,
as predicted by Maxwell model18. On the other hand, the
use of higher CNT contents (3 and 6.7 wt%) increased
membrane average size of free volume cavities, resulting
in higher permeabilities due to the diffusion contribution
to the transport.
In general, membrane ideal selectivity to the gas pairs of
industrial interest was very low, far from the Robeson curve,
which represents the higher permeability and selectivity
ordinary materials3. The highest selectivity was found for
membranes with MWCNT content of 1 wt%, in which the
addition of carbon nanotubes seemed to act like a barrier
to gas permeation, decreasing both average size of free
volume cavities and concentration. This could be reasoned
in terms of the little effect of 1 wt % nanotubes in PDMS
transport properties (specially sorption), as consequence of
lower effects in τ3 and I3.
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It is worth noting that the selectivity found for MWCNT
6.7 wt% membrane was lower than the one for pure PDMS,
which can be ascribed to the increased average size of free
volume cavities of the films, which caused the increase on
the contribution of diffusion in different manners, related
to the size of permeants.
The aforementioned results show that MWCNT/
PDMS system can be used in some specific applications of
membrane gas separation, specially as the pre-treatment of
plants with high feed rates required. This was related to the
high permeability of PDMS, but the increase in membrane
ideal selectivity for CO2/CH4 in MWCNT content of 1 wt%
can improve the process econimcs and make it feasible.
Unfortunately, the O2/N2 separation by MWCNT/PDMS
membranes is still very hard to attain.

4. Conclusions
The addition of MWCNT to PDMS membranes
showed different effects on membrane properties,
depending on the filler content. Although the transport
was mainly governed by sorption, low nanotubes load
caused a decrease in membrane free volume fraction,
with increased selectivity. For MWCNT contents higher
than 3 wt%, the increase in membrane average size of
free volume cavities caused an increase in permeability,
with decrease of selectivity. The results showed that the
addition of MWCNT can be used to customize membrane
free volume fraction by modulating, in a limited extension,
the diffusion contribution to the transport, even as a
secondary effect. Although the low increase in selectivity
have been noticed for 1 wt% of MWCNT, it should be
considered for specific applications, since PDMS is one
of the most permeable polymers.
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